SYKES Insurance Services
Insurance providers that offer superior customer experiences grow faster and more profitably. To help
distinguish our clients' brands, SYKES partners with insurers to optimize the service journey through
innovative customer care strategies and digital integration.
Customer Engagement and Retention Management
Through a culture of process improvement, we've engineered customercentric programs that reduce effort and increase policyholder satisfaction
year after year. To achieve higher levels of brand advocacy, these
programs offer:
Service Journey Innovation
Pinpointing exactly what drives customer satisfaction and translating it
into operational performance improvements is no simple task. It
requires customer insights, solid analytics, and end-to-end management
of the service journey. SYKES leverages these capabilities to improve
the policyholder experience - all while identifying ways to integrate
digital solutions that deflect call volumes.
Effortless Experiences
Today's empowered consumers have higher expectations for service
efficiency and reliability. To rise to the challenge, companies must
identify where their policyholders expend the most effort and target
improvements to the areas that will have the greatest impact on brand
loyalty. Our effortless experience initiatives continue to boost customer
satisfaction and have resulted in 20% increases to key loyalty indicators.
Business Process Optimization
To continually meet your customers' needs, SYKES provides a strong
foundation of talent development, teamwork, and leadership. Our
home-grown framework of performance enablers makes sure your
customers are satisfied via the most efficient channels available. These
fully optimized business processes result in reduced handle times,
increased resolution rates, and faster times to proficiency.
Operational Excellence
Customers expect consistent experiences every time they interact
with your brand. By achieving 100% key performance indicator (KPI)
compliance annually, SYKES provides reliable service while enabling
our partners to exceed their goals and raise performance standards.
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“

Strong performance consistency,
communication, and industry best practices
on customer and employee centricity keeps
SYKES ahead of the competition.
– Major International Provider of
Life, Auto, and Home insurance

Industry Expertise:

”

In an industry where the customer experience is a
strategic differentiator, insurance providers rely on
SYKES to optimize their service strategy through
our expertise in managing people, processes, and
analytics. With partnerships spanning a decade, we
have consistently earned top scores for customer
satisfaction and likelihood to recommend from our
clients providing life, health, and P&C insurance
solutions. Our deep expertise in the industry
encompasses the following services:
 Customer Relationship and Retention Management
 Licensed Policyholder Acquisition
 First Notice of Loss
 Claims Inquires
 Collections
 Back Office Operations
 Translation Services
 Digital Solutions and Service Journey Analytics

www.sykes.com

